
TALENT PLANNING COMMISSION 
STUDY SESSION MEETING MINUTES 

TALENT TOWN HALL 
January 24, 2019 

Study Session and Regular Commission meetings are digitally recorded and are available by request 
www.cityoftalent.org 

The Planning Commission of the City of Talent will meet on Tuesday, January 24, 2019 at 6:00 P.M . at Talent Town 
Hall, 206 E. Main Street. The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. A request for an interpreter 
for the hearing impaired, or for other accommodations for persons with disabilities, should be made at least 48 
hours in advance of the meeting to the City Recorder at 541 -535-1566, ext. 1012. The Plann ing Commission 
reserves the right to add or delete items as needed, change the order of the agenda, and discuss any other business 
deemed necessary at the time of the study session and/or meeting. 

STUDY SESSION MEETING - 6:00 PM 
Anyone wishing to speak on an agenda item should complete a Public Comment Form and give it to the Minute 
Taker. Public Comment Forms are located at the entrance to the meeting place. Anyone commenting on a subject 
not on the agenda will be called upon during the "Citizens Heard on Non-agenda Items" section of the agenda. 
Comments pertaining to specific agenda items will be taken at the time the matter is discussed by the Planning 
Commission. 

I. Call to Order/Roll Call at 6:01 PM 

Members Present: Members Absent: 

Commissioner Bull 
Commissioner Giesen 
Commissioner Hastings 
Commissioner Hazel 
Commissioner Pastizzo 
Commissioner Riley 
Commissioner Volkart 

Also Present: 

Zac Moody, Community Development Director (COD) 

II. Hardship Definition Discussion (EXHIBIT A - Agenda Report) 
Subject Matter Experts 

• CDD Reached out to local subject matter experts, received few responses 

• Evan MacKenzie @City of Phoenix {OR) replied, provided input regarding Burden of Proof 
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Shadow Creek Estates Subdivision (SUB 2018-003 & VAR 2018-001): 

• COD explained that the Variance argument for narrower right-of-way was an easy case to make, as 

inconsistencies in the Zoning Code and Variance standards require cleanup to accommodate for 

Transportation System Plan and Subdivision Code 

Decision Making 

• Ultimately, Variance decision needs to be made by the commission based on what information the 

applicant provides 

• If incompleteness is determined, the applicant can demand to proceed regardless 

• Staff always encourages Variance applicants to provide as much information as possible, informing 

them that otherwise denial is more likely 

• Findings supplied by the applicant must be deliberated on by the Planning Commission 

• Variances are discretionary, but if applicants provide a compelling finding, Planning Commission will 

have to write a counter-finding that is even better, because if it gets appealed, the applicant could 

win when the Hearings Officer looks into the denial 

• If Planning Commission believes they needed more information from the applicant, the commission 

can keep the hearing open and continue to a later date 

Self-Inflicted Hardships 

• Simple Example: Owner builds a storage shed near property line, then shortly thereafter applies for 

a Variance for a Lot Line Adjustment that can't meet setbacks; Staff can determine when shed was 

built using City archival data to prevent exploitation of code requirements 

• Maximum Building Footprint: Hazel explained that in a local scenario, the property owner knew 

what they were buying and provided this argument: owner should be able to build a house at least 

as big as neighbors. COD explained that local request was the minimum setback Variance required to 

proceed and still required geotechnical engineering to make construction practical. Further, there is 

Case Law on this issue elsewhere in Oregon, it ended up being denied by the jurisdiction's Planning 

Commission, denied by their Hearings Officer, then overturned by Land Use Board of Appeals. 

Ill. Adjournment at 6:30 PM 
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z:i.lly submitted by 

Zac Moody, CorYMl<U,,.,,n, 

Note: These Minutes and the entire agenda packet, including staff reports, referenced documents, resolutions and ordinances a re posted 
on the City of Talent website (www.cityoftalent.org) in advance of each meeting. The Minutes are not a verbatim record : the narrative has 
been condensed and paraphrased to reflect the discussions and decisions made. 

In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, if you need special assistance to participate in this meeting, please contact TTY 
phone number 1-800-735-2900 for English and for Spanish please contact TTY phone number 1-800-735-3896. 
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FW: Variance Hardship Discussion Information 

Zac Moody 

Thu 1/24/2019 10:53 AM 

To:Jeff Wilcox <jwilcox@cityoftalent.org >; Coleen Br·adley <coleen@cityoftalent.org >; 

@ 3 attachments (458 KB) 

How to make a decision from star·t to finish.doc; Making Findings.doc; MoreonlegvsQuasiJudicialDecisions.doc; 

Jeff, 

Please also print 10 copies of this email for the commissioners tonight (not including the attachments). 

Thanks, 

Zac 

Zac Moody 
Community Development Di.rector 
Deputy Urban Renewal Director 
City of Talent 
110 E. Main Street 

Office: 541-535-7401 
www.cityoftalent.org 

From: Zac Moody 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 10:49 AM 
To: Dave Pastizzo (dpastizzopc@gmail.com) <dpastizzopc@gmail.com>; Derek Volkart <commissionervolkart@icloud.com>; 
DoriHasS@gmail.com; Erika Giesen <giesenpct@gmail.com>; Felicia Hazel <feliciahaz@msn.com>; Joi Riley 
<joigeoff@gmail.com>; Mayor Ayers-Flood <Mayor@cityoftalent.org>; Sandra Spelliscy <sspelliscy@cityoftalent.org>; 
Eleanor Ponomareff (CouncilorS@cityoftalent.org) <CouncilorS@cityoftalent.org>; 'Amy Bull' <amy.s.bull@gmail.com> 
Subject: Variance Hardship Discussion Information 

Commissioners, 

At the request of the Chair, I have been asked to provide some examples of hardships that have been approved and denied 
in other jurisdictions and help the Planning Commission better understand what a hardship is as it relates to variances. To 
date, I have not received any responses from either the Commissioners or other Cities. The bullet points below are common 
language used by other zoning codes around the state and country. You can see that many of the points are ones used in 
Talent's Zoning Code. 

• That the particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property involved would 
bring particular hardship upon the owner (not just a mere inconvenience), if the strict letter of the zoning regulation 
were to be carried out; 
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• That the conditions upon which the petition for variance relates would not be applicable generally to other property 
within the same zoning district; 

• That the purpose of the variance is not based exclusively upon a desire to make more money out of the property; 
• That the alleged difficulty or particular hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in 

the property or by the applicant; 
• That the granting of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property or 

improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located; 
• That the proposed variance will not: 

o Impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property; 

o Substantially increase the hazard from fire or other dangers to said property or adjacent property; 
o Otherwise impair the public health, safety, comfort, morals or general welfare of the inhabitants of the 

Town/City; 
o Diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood; 
o Unduly increase traffic congestion in the public streets and highways; 
o Create a nuisance; or 

o Result in an increase in public expenditures. 
• That the variance requesting is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable use of the land, building 

or structure. 
Unnecessary Hardship from Strict Application 

It is important to keep in mind that whenever there is regulation, there is some level of necessary hardship and 
inconvenience shared by all of the community and particularly adjacent property owners. As noted above, an applicant for a 
variance must show unnecessary hardship. The Commission's question was "What is enough hardship?" Unfortunately, 
there is no simple formula. As is the case for all loca l governments, it is determined on a case-by-case basis and is why these 
types of applications require a quasi-judicial hearing to consider the evidence presented. 

A hardship must be more than mere inconvenience or a preference for a more lenient standard. Cost of compliance may be 

a factor, but cost is not determinative. It is not enough for an applicant to say that development will cost more in order to 
comply. The applicant must show the substantial and undue nature ofthat additional cost as compared to others subject to 
the same restriction. 

Historically, many jurisdictions had a standard that the applicant must show that there is no reasonable use of the property 
without a variance. Again, another discretionary term "reasonable" is used. Now most state statues prohibit this particular 
standard and a property owner can prove unnecessa ry hardship, even if the owner has some reasonable use of the property 
without the variance. 

Specific to the Property 
The unnecessary ha rdship must be specific to the property, not general to the neighborhood or community. Such specific 
characteristics might arise, for example, from location of the property, size or shape of the lot, or topography or water 
features on the site. 

For example, imagine a lot that narrows dramatically toward the front yard and where the side yard setbacks prohibit the 

property owner from bu ilding an addition . The hardship (not being allowed to build an addition) flows from the strict 
application of the ordinance (the setback) and is specific to the property (because of the shape of the lot) . A variance may 
be appropriate if the owner presents evidence to show they meets all of the standards. 

By contrast, a variance is not the appropriate remedy for a condition or hardship that is shared by the neighborhood or the 
community as a whole. Consider that same narrowing lot. If all of the houses on the street shared that hardship, a variance 
would not be appropriate. Such conditions should be addressed through an ord inance amendment. 

Hardships that result from personal circumstances may not be the basis for granting a variance. The Commission should be 
looking at the nature of the property and the land use ordinances as well as the Comprehensive Plan, not the nature of the 
applicant and their circumstances. With that said, an applicant's personal circumstances should not be the basis for 
denying a variance. The Commission should consider the property, not the applicant's bank account, past development 
history or their abi lity to cover the cost of the hardship. Moreover, the fact that the applicant owns property nearby is 
irrelevant to the consideration of whether this particular property deserves a variance. 
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Not Self-Created Hardship 

You can't create a ha rdship situation and then ask for a variance. The hardship must not result from actions taken by the 
applicant or property owner. 
So what is self-created? Suppose a property owner sells part of a conforming lot and makes the remainder of the lot 
nonconforming. The hardship {limitations on the non-conforming lot) was self-created (by the owner selling the sliver off 
the parcel. The owner may not seek a variance fo r building on the substandard lot. Similarly, where an owner failed to seek 
zoning and building permits and then incorrectly placed foundation footings in the setback, the hardship is self-created. No 
variance is allowed. 

What if the owner relied in good faith on seemingly valid surveys and obtained building permits? After construction began, a 
neighbor objected, citing a new survey and arguing that the foundation wall is within the setback. Is the owner's hardship 
self-imposed? It is staff's opinion that hardships resulting from such good faith reliance on surveys and permits are el igible 
for a variance. 

Making decisions about variances is a difficult j ob. How much hard ship is enough hardship? Does the va riance preserve the spirit of the 
ordinance and/ or the comprehensive plan? Rarely are there clea1· answers for these questions. Seeking those answers is the difficult task of the 
Planning Commission which generally relies on staff 's recommendations. The applicant must present competent, material, and substantial 
evidence that they meet all of the standards. And the Commission must consider the issues on a case-by-case basis; they must weigh the 
evidence, apply the required standard s, and decide if a va riance is warranted. Of importance to note, this is exactly why requests for variances 
a1·e a quas i-judicial review. Attached to this email is an excerpt from MMA's Handbook for Municipal Officers prepared by Joseph J Wathen, 
MMA Staff Attorney - June, 1991. This document provides some key differences between Legislative and Quasi-Judicial zoning decisions and 
provides a detailed explanation the Planning Commission 's role in making a quasi-judicial decision. 

In conducting some additional research, I was also given a few other documents which may be helpful for the Commission . 
Two additional documents are included. The first document explains how a decision is made from start to finish and 
provides some tips on conduct at a public hearing, understanding how findings are to be written and how to avoid potential 
bias, conflict of interest and ex parte contact claims that could ultimately be the basis for overturning a decision. The 
second document explains the role of findings in local government decisions. Although not specific to Oregon, the memo 
does an excellent job of explaining the importance of findings to support the Commission's decision (approval or denial). 

I hope this provides sufficient information to engage the Commission in a beneficia l conversation. As always, I am happy to 
provide more information as requested by the Commission. 

I will have a copy of this email for each Commissioner tonight. 

Thanks, 

Zac 

Zac Moody 
Community Development Director 
Deputy Urban Renewal DiJector 
City of Talent 
110 E. Main Street 

Office : 541-535-7401 
www.cityoftalent.org 

City of Talent 
PO Box 445 
110 East Main St. 
Talent, OR 97540 
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FW: Variance Hardship Discussion Information

Jeff,
 
Please also print 10 copies of this email for the commissioners tonight (not including the a�achments).
 
Thanks,
 
Zac
 
 
Zac Moody
Community Development Director
Deputy Urban Renewal Director
City of Talent
110 E. Main Street
Talent, Oregon 97540
 
Office:  541-535-7401
www.cityoftalent.org
 
From: Zac Moody  
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 2019 10:49 AM 
To: Dave Pas�zzo (dpas�zzopc@gmail.com) <dpas�zzopc@gmail.com>; Derek Volkart <commissionervolkart@icloud.com>;
DoriHas5@gmail.com; Erika Giesen <giesenpct@gmail.com>; Felicia Hazel <feliciahaz@msn.com>; Joi Riley
<joigeoff@gmail.com>; Mayor Ayers-Flood <Mayor@cityo�alent.org>; Sandra Spelliscy <sspelliscy@cityo�alent.org>;
Eleanor Ponomareff (Councilor5@cityo�alent.org) <Councilor5@cityo�alent.org>; 'Amy Bull' <amy.s.bull@gmail.com> 
Subject: Variance Hardship Discussion Informa�on
 
Commissioners,
 
At the request of the Chair, I have been asked to provide some examples of hardships that have been approved and denied
in other jurisdic�ons and help the Planning Commission be�er understand what a hardship is as it relates to variances.  To
date, I have not received any responses from either the Commissioners or other Ci�es.  The bullet points below are common
language used by other zoning codes around the state and country.  You can see that many of the points are ones used in
Talent’s Zoning Code.
 

That the par�cular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condi�on of the specific property involved would
bring par�cular hardship upon the owner (not just a mere inconvenience), if the strict le�er of the zoning regula�on
were to be carried out;

Zac Moody

Thu 1/24/2019 10:53 AM

To:Jeff Wilcox <jwilcox@cityoftalent.org>; Coleen Bradley <coleen@cityoftalent.org>;

 3 attachments (458 KB)

How to make a decision from start to finish.doc; Making Findings.doc; MoreonLegvsQuasiJudicialDecisions.doc;

http://www.cityoftalent.org/
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That the condi�ons upon which the pe��on for variance relates would not be applicable generally to other property
within the same zoning district;
That the purpose of the variance is not based exclusively upon a desire to make more money out of the property;
That the alleged difficulty or par�cular hardship has not been created by any person presently having an interest in
the property or by the applicant;
That the gran�ng of the variance will not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other property or
improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located;
That the proposed variance will not:

Impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent property;
Substan�ally increase the hazard from fire or other dangers to said property or adjacent property;
Otherwise impair the public health, safety, comfort, morals or general welfare of the inhabitants of the
Town/City;
Diminish or impair property values within the neighborhood;
Unduly increase traffic conges�on in the public streets and highways;
Create a nuisance; or
Result in an increase in public expenditures.

That the variance reques�ng is the minimum variance that will make possible the reasonable use of the land, building
or structure.

Unnecessary Hardship from Strict Applica�on
It is important to keep in mind that whenever there is regula�on, there is some level of necessary hardship and
inconvenience shared by all of the community and par�cularly adjacent property owners. As noted above, an applicant for a
variance must show unnecessary hardship. The Commission’s ques�on was “What is enough hardship?” Unfortunately,
there is no simple formula. As is the case for all local governments, it is determined on a case-by-case basis and is why these
types of applica�ons require a quasi-judicial hearing to consider the evidence presented.
 
A hardship must be more than mere inconvenience or a preference for a more lenient standard. Cost of compliance may be
a factor, but cost is not determina�ve. It is not enough for an applicant to say that development will cost more in order to
comply. The applicant must show the substan�al and undue nature of that addi�onal cost as compared to others subject to
the same restric�on.
 
Historically, many jurisdic�ons had a standard that the applicant must show that there is no reasonable use of the property
without a variance. Again, another discre�onary term “reasonable” is used.  Now most state statues prohibit this par�cular
standard and a property owner can prove unnecessary hardship, even if the owner has some reasonable use of the property
without the variance.
 
Specific to the Property
The unnecessary hardship must be specific to the property, not general to the neighborhood or community. Such specific
characteris�cs might arise, for example, from loca�on of the property, size or shape of the lot, or topography or water
features on the site.
 
For example, imagine a lot that narrows drama�cally toward the front yard and where the side yard setbacks prohibit the
property owner from building an addi�on. The hardship (not being allowed to build an addi�on) flows from the strict
applica�on of the ordinance (the setback) and is specific to the property (because of the shape of the lot). A variance may
be appropriate if the owner presents evidence to show they meets all of the standards.
By contrast, a variance is not the appropriate remedy for a condi�on or hardship that is shared by the neighborhood or the
community as a whole. Consider that same narrowing lot. If all of the houses on the street shared that hardship, a variance
would not be appropriate. Such condi�ons should be addressed through an ordinance amendment.
 
Hardships that result from personal circumstances may not be the basis for gran�ng a variance. The Commission should be
looking at the nature of the property and the land use ordinances as well as the Comprehensive Plan, not the nature of the
applicant and their circumstances.   With that said, an applicant’s personal circumstances should not be the basis for
denying a variance. The Commission should consider the property, not the applicant’s bank account, past development
history or their ability to cover the cost of the hardship. Moreover, the fact that the applicant owns property nearby is
irrelevant to the considera�on of whether this par�cular property deserves a variance.
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Not Self-Created Hardship
You can’t create a hardship situa�on and then ask for a variance. The hardship must not result from ac�ons taken by the
applicant or property owner.
So what is self-created? Suppose a property owner sells part of a conforming lot and makes the remainder of the lot
nonconforming. The hardship (limita�ons on the non-conforming lot) was self-created (by the owner selling the sliver off
the parcel. The owner may not seek a variance for building on the substandard lot. Similarly, where an owner failed to seek
zoning and building permits and then incorrectly placed founda�on foo�ngs in the setback, the hardship is self-created. No
variance is allowed.
 
What if the owner relied in good faith on seemingly valid surveys and obtained building permits? A�er construc�on began, a
neighbor objected, ci�ng a new survey and arguing that the founda�on wall is within the setback. Is the owner’s hardship
self-imposed? It is staff’s opinion that hardships resul�ng from such good faith reliance on surveys and permits are eligible
for a variance.

Making decisions about variances is a difficult job. How much hardship is enough hardship? Does the variance preserve the spirit of the
ordinance and/or the comprehensive plan? Rarely are there clear answers for these questions. Seeking those answers is the difficult task of the
Planning Commission which generally relies on staff’s recommendations. The applicant must present competent, material, and substantial
evidence that they meet all of the standards. And the Commission must consider the issues on a case-by-case basis; they must weigh the
evidence, apply the required standards, and decide if a variance is warranted.  Of importance to note, this is exactly why requests for variances
are a quasi-judicial review.  Attached to this email is an excerpt from MMA’s Handbook for Municipal Officers prepared by Joseph J. Wathen,Joseph J. Wathen,
MMA Staff Attorney - June, 1991MMA Staff Attorney - June, 1991.  This document provides some key differences between Legislative and Quasi-Judicial zoning decisions and
provides a detailed explanation the Planning Commission’s role in making a quasi-judicial decision. 

In conduc�ng some addi�onal research, I was also given a few other documents which may be helpful for the Commission.
 Two addi�onal documents are included.  The first document explains how a decision is made from start to finish and
provides some �ps on conduct at a public hearing, understanding how findings are to be wri�en and how to avoid poten�al
bias, conflict of interest and ex parte contact claims that could ul�mately be the basis for overturning a decision.  The
second document explains the role of findings in local government decisions.  Although not specific to Oregon, the memo
does an excellent job of explaining the importance of findings to support the Commission’s decision (approval or denial). 
 
I hope this provides sufficient informa�on to engage the Commission in a beneficial conversa�on.  As always, I am happy to
provide more informa�on as requested by the Commission.
 
I will have a copy of this email for each Commissioner tonight.
 
Thanks,
 
Zac
 
Zac Moody
Community Development Director
Deputy Urban Renewal Director
City of Talent
110 E. Main Street
Talent, Oregon 97540
 
Office:  541-535-7401
www.cityoftalent.org
 

 
City of Talent 
PO Box 445 
110 East Main St. 
Talent, OR 97540
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